
Works from Part 2 of Siân Bowen’s period as Resident Artist in Drawing, at the 
V&A, 2006-8, were brought together to form the exhibition Of Dust at the 
Daiwa Foundation, London in September 2008. The exhibition comprised 
small-scale pieces in which Images of Okoshi-ezu, or folding teahouse 
designs, were transposed onto lacquered papers. Working closely with 
Japanese lacquer conservators to produce a body of these papers with which 
to work, Bowen adapted the Japanese process of maki-e (sprinkling 
powdered silver onto wet lacquer). 
Bowen was intrigued by the particular and characteristic polarities of lacquer: 
“A translucent material – but innumerable layers create a surface of 
impenetrable darkness; tiniest speck on the skin capable of causing violent, 
physical reaction – yet extremely beautiful; taken from sap of poison ivy and 
sometimes ingested by lacquer workers in order to gain and retain immunity; 
reputed that craft workers in Kyoto would take an object out onto a lake by 
boat, and apply the last layer of lacquer in order for no dust to fall on it; 
hardens not by drying but curing in a warm humid environment; used to 
illuminate darkness but damaged by light.”   
After many discussions in the UK and Japan, Bowen gained privileged access 
in order to photograph and video original okoshi-ezu held in the stores of 
Tokyo National Museum. They were folded and unfolded by staff of the 
conservation department. In Kyoto, she then explored the folding and 
unfolding techniques of replicas of these models held in the city archives. 
Finally, with special permission, she visited some of the actual teahouses in 
Kyoto that were modelled in the designs.
In the catalogue to accompany the exhibition V&A curator (Print), Tim Travis 
writes… “Bowen’s principal medium is drawing and the next (final) stage of 
the process brought her back full circle to the primary act of mark-making by 
touch – but with refinement. The surfaces are dusted with powdered gold, 
silver, mica or pigment which was then carefully and gradually brushed away 
and burnished to varying degrees. Dull when first applied, the powders 
brightened as they were caressed by the same soft brushes which were also 
gently removing them to reveal images made up of the residue. The process 
recalls the mysterious way that a photograph materialises in a tray of fluid in a 
darkened room as the result of invisible chemical reactions or a new atoll 
slowly breaks the ocean surface after centuries of unseen industry by coral 
insects in conditions of submarine twilight.”
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Of	Dust:	No.	4,	2008	
Mica	&	black	Japanese	lacquer	on	paper	
17	x	24	cm	



Of Dust: No. 3, 2008
Powdered silver & raw Japanese lacquer on paper
17 x 24.5 cm



Of Dust: No. 14, 2008
Powdered palladium on paper
14.5 x 21.5 cm



	
Of Dust: No. 9, 2008
Pure white gold & black Japanese lacquer on Japanese paper 
17 x 24 cm



	
Of Dust: No. 11, 2008
Powdered palladium on paper
14.5 x 21.5 cm



	
Of Dust: No. 8, 2008
Pure silver & raw Japanese lacquer on Japanese paper 
17 x 24 cm



	
Of Dust: No. 16, 2008
Powdered palladium on paper
14.5 x 21.5 cm
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